Position it right. Deliver it right.
Get paid right.

WELCOME
And congratulations for seeking out
Build To Rock! The ultimate online
business system for modern solopreneurs and small business owners.
The simple fact that you are out and about searching for
that “something” to help you conquer feeling overwhelmed,
overworked and underpaid - says a lot to me about the type
of entrepreneur you are and the drive behind your quest for
success in life.
Our goal is to help people exactly like you realize crazy success
- while enjoying the process - by getting clear, delivering a WOW
experience with consistency, and maximizing your profitability.
I have worked with hundreds of solopreneurs and small business
owners to propel them forward with success, and hopefully our
system and my simple and direct approach to business, is the
piece you are searching for to help you.
Let’s rock your business together,
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SO, WHAT IS
BUILD TO ROCK?
Build To Rock™ is a step-by-step
business system for solopreneurs
and small business owners like you;
designed to help you elevate the value
you provide and create a waiting list
of clients who want to work with you regardless of price.

If you want to get more done while working less.

If you are starting up a business:

If you want to have clients that will gladly pay you more
money and beg you to take them on.

This effective online program will help you set up right the
first time. Helping you avoid critical mistakes that most
small business owners fall into in the start-up phase.

If you want to become an ideal client magnet.

If you have an established business:

If you feel like there are nearly not enough hours in a day

BUILD TO ROCK IS FOR YOU.

to put out fires, let alone plan for growing your business.

If you feel like weekends and holidays are a myth.

If you want to increase your revenue while enjoying
more time off.

In Build To Rock you will learn how to:
•

If you feel like you have to discount your prices to get
business because your clients don’t “GET” the value you
provide.

If you feel like what you do is so much better than
your competitors, but you don’t know how to clearly
communicate your “EDGE”.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
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•
•
•

get crystal clear on where you are going, who you are,
what problem you solve, and why your ideal clients
should choose you over anyone else
effectively position your business to deliver a valuable
and impactful customer experience
create an outstanding sales process to become and
remain extraordinary to avoid elimination
get out of the “best kept secret” closet

If you are feeling stuck and unclear on how to grow without
exponentially growing your workload, you will learn what
you need to STOP, START, and KEEP doing to shift your
business and get paid what you really want.

ABOUT
ISABELLE
Co-founder of Build To Rock™
and LeapZone Strategies
Isabelle is a momentum generator - pure and simple. Her passion is to help
solopreneurs and small business owners raise the bar and expand their
comfort zone to create outstanding brand experiences.
As host of LeapTV.com, one of North America’s Top Small Business Inﬂuencers
in 2012, Entrepreneur of the year at the 2003 Lauriers de la PME, and one of
the bestselling authors of the business and marketing book titled, The Next
Big Thing: Top Trends From Today’s Leading Experts to Help You Dominate
the New Economy; Isabelle’s sole purpose as a brand builder and business
performance catalyst is to empower change and growth.
Her biggest strength is her no BS approach - she tells it like it is and is not
afraid to share with people what to do and how to do it. She is consistently
leading-edge in facilitating change, and her undeniable track record and
authentic connection with people has gained her worldwide inﬂuence and
recognition.
Isabelle co-founded her first business venture a few years out of her teens,
which quickly escalated to become one of Canada’s most awarded branding
and creative firms; from prestigious international design awards to national
entrepreneur of the year. Isabelle is a true pioneer in branding, and throughout
her career has had the opportunity to help hundreds of solopreneurs and small
business owners, as well as some inﬂuential brands such as A&W, Robeez
Footwear, Earls Restaurants, IMAX Corporation, and HSBC Investments just to
name a few.
With over two decades of hands-on experience in branding and business
growth, as well as extensive learnings from traveling the globe, Isabelle is
determined more than ever to help solopreneurs and small business owners all
over the world catapult their way to crazy success - while having a blast doing it.
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WHAT AM I
GOING TO
LEARN?
Build To Rock’s core learnings and
momentum-generating process will help you
get clear on your direction, your competitive
edge, and your ideal client.
It will help you identify, organize, and elevate your selling
experience and determine what you need to do next to reach
your goals.
There are eight modules in this system delivered one module
per week. Each module includes step-by-step training via
multiple formats to suit your learning style:
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging video training with Isabelle along with tons
of examples and interviews with leading experts
Online resources, tools, and done-for-you templates
that simplify your progress
A weekly Q&A call to help with questions, stuck points,
and your weekly homework
VIP Private Facebook Group Access for continued support
AND a library full of additional resources for advanced
students to keep learning and growing

We want you to feel good about investing in your future, so the
following pages detail exactly what you can expect from each module
over the eight weeks to see if this system is the right fit for you.
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MODULE 1: ASSESS

Assess where you are heading and learn the key elements required to build
a powerful and profitable business.

ASSESS

ASSESS

Building From The Inside Out

ASSESS

Game Changer

Strengthening Your Foundation

VIDEOS

Your
Mission

Your True North

WORKSHEETS

Can You
Imagine?
Dreaming Big

Your
Vision

5 Year Headline

Brand
Wheel

Assessment

5 Year Vision
Headline
Poster

TEMPLATES

MODULE 1: ASSESS
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Building From The Inside Out:

Done 4 U Templates:

•
•
•
•

• Five Year Vision Headline Poster

Branding misconceptions and how they have been misleading you.
Establishing everything that branding is NOT.
Getting clear on what branding truly is and how it affects your business.
Learn a powerful communication model that will help you defy your industry
standards.
• Assessing how your brand measures up to form an impactful customer
experience.

Game Changer:
• Why whom you are being while you are doing will make or break you.

Strengthening Your Foundation:
• Why having a mission does not work, but being on a mission does.
• The importance of clarifying your mission - your True North.
• Creating a vision - a headline of where you will be in five years.

Other Resources:
• Video - CREATE A BRAND WITH DIEHARD FANS:
• How to build your own diehard fan base.
• Do your policies make sense for you AND your customers?
• Cowell Motors teaches an important branding lesson.
• Video - WANT A COMPANY CULTURE EVERYONE WANTS TO BE A PART OF?
• Audio Podcast - THE SECRET TO BUILDING A THRIVING BRAND.
• Video - DON’T STEP IN YOUR OWN SANDCASTLE.
• Video - RITZ-CARLTON: CHANGING LIVES BY LIVING YOUR MISSION!
• Video - ARE YOU DELIVERING WITH INTEGRITY?

Worksheets:
•
•
•
•

Your Mission
Can You imagine?
Your Vision
Brand Foundation Assessment (Brand Wheel)
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MODULE 2: CLARIFY

Clarify the “edge” you bring to your industry to WOW your customers and
blow your competitors out of the water.

CLARIFY

CLARIFY

Nailing Down Your “IT” Factor

CLARIFY

Find Your Gold Medal

Game Changer

VIDEOS

My Brand
Promise

My Measurable
Accountability

WORKSHEETS

What Are You
Truly Selling?
It’s About The Why
Not The What

My
DNA Poster
Brand Foundation

TEMPLATES

MODULE 2: CLARIFY
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Nailing Down Your “IT” Factor:

Worksheets:

• Why most businesses don’t sell the right thing.
• Why people don’t buy and why they blame it on lack of money.
• Why having a brand promise creates the measurable accountability you
need to transform clients into fanatical, lifetime customers.
• How clarifying the No. 1 problem you solve is like finding your Olympic
Gold Medal.
• The two simple but pivotal shifts you must know and do to get paid right.

• My Brand Promise
• What Are You Truly Selling?

Game Changer:
• Understanding your clients’ biggest problems and your industry’s
biggest pitfalls.

Done 4 U Templates:
• My DNA Poster

Other Resources:
• Video - WHAT DOES YOUR BRAND PROMISE?:
• Are you delivering? Understand what it takes to create a strong brand
promise.
• Mini Cooper teaches how to build instant customer trust.
• Tutorial & Tool - DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE REALLY SELLING?
• Article - WHAT DOES NIKE SELL?

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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MODULE 3: BUILD

Determine your ideal client avatar and build a customer base filled
with your biggest, most loyal fans.

BUILD

BUILD

Ideal Client Avatar

BUILD

30 sec. Elevator Pitch

Game Changer

VIDEOS

Ideal Client
Profiling
Avatar

WORKSHEETS

5 Level Deep
Target Market

30 sec.
Sound Bite

My Client
Avatar

Elevator Pitch

Poster

TEMPLATES

MODULE 3: BUILD
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Ideal Client Avatar:

Done 4 U Templates:

•
•
•
•

• My Client Avatar Poster

Why you don’t have a waiting list of ideal clients just yet.
Discover the five levels of your target market.
How profiling your clients gives you a competitive edge.
How knowing and owning your elevator pitch can transform you into an
ideal client magnet.

Game Changer:
• How you have been an expansion prevention machine and what you
can do today to rectify that.

Other Resources:
• Video - PITCH YOURSELF THE RIGHT WAY!:
• An interview with Pitch Expert and Master Storyteller Geoffrey X. Lane.
• Video - HOW TO GET MORE IDEAL CLIENTS!
• Article - THE EASIEST ELEVATOR PITCH TO DELIVER.
• Article - GIVE YOUR PROSPECT A FACE.

Worksheets:
•
•
•
•

Ideal Client Profiling
5 Level Deep Target Market
30 Second Sound Bite
How Have You Been An Expansion Prevention Machine?

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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MODULE 4: ORGANIZE
Organize your sales process and customer experience
to bring you the dollars you are worth.

ORGANIZE

ORGANIZE

Delivering A WOW Experience

ORGANIZE

Generating More Money

Game Changer

VIDEOS

Customer
Delight
BluePrint

WORKSHEETS

Value/Pricing
Elevation

Sales Funnel
Current & Ideal

Winning
Proposal

Convert Over 80%
of Your Proposals
&
Effective Service
Agreement

TEMPLATES

Key
Performance
Indicators
Template

MODULE 4: ORGANIZE
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Delivering A Wow Experience:

Done 4 U Templates:

• Why having a good service or product is not enough for people to buy.
• How capturing a current view of your sales and delivery process helps
you create trust and increase your value.
• Why establishing what you really want is key to growth.

• Winning Proposal
• Effective Service Agreement
• (KPI) Key Performance Indicators Template

Generating More Money:
• Why getting paid more starts with you.
• How consistently delighting your prospects and customers increases
your value.
• Why it’s important to incentivize your existing customers as much
– if not more – than your new customers.
• How developing an effective sales funnel will help you increase
engagement and sales.

Game Changer:

Other Resources:
• Video - LET’S TALK MONEY:
•

Are you uncomfortable talking about money?

•

A positive branding experience from Vimeo.com.

• Audio Podcast - I WANT TO WORK WITH YOU, REGARDLESS OF PRICE.
• Audio Podcast & Template - IF YOU DON’T MEASURE IT, YOU CAN’T MANAGE IT.
• Article - TEN TIPS TO INCREASE YOUR SALES: NOW.
• Article - WANT TO THRIVE? PROVIDE AN OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE. PERIOD.

• Why a healthy flow requires clean gutters.

Worksheets:
• Customer Delight Blueprint
• Value/Pricing Elevation
• Sales Funnel

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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MODULE 5: IMPLEMENT
Time to absorb, settle in, and implement what you’ve learned so far.
Module Five is all about:

Resources:

•
•
•
•

• Video - ISABELLE MOTIVATES AND INSPIRES MOVING
		
FORWARD. SHE DISCUSSES WHAT YOU MAY BE 		
			
FEELING AT THIS TIME AND WHAT TO DO
			 ABOUT IT.
• Audio Podcast - STOP PROCRASTINATING!
• Audio Podcast - TOP 3 PRODUCTIVITY KILLERS
̶ AND HOW TO BUST THEM.

Taking the time to do the work.
Catching up on or reviewing prior modules.
Completing homework from each module.
If you have it in you, trying your hand at the
Leaps of the Week too!
• Listening, watching, and reading all the extra
resources provided in each module - they are gems!
• Joining the weekly Q&A call if you are stuck or simply
wanting to connect with the Build To Rock community.

MODULE 6: RENOVATE
Renovate and re-align to be the cream of the crop.

RENOVATE

RENOVATE

Being And Delivering Better Than Anyone Else

RENOVATE

Working ON And WITH Purpose

Game Changer

VIDEOS

LeapZone
Elevator

Stop. Start. Step-Up.

WORKSHEETS

Action
Sheet

Action
Sheet

Tutorial

Getting It Done Right

TEMPLATES

MODULE 6: RENOVATE
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Being And Delivering Better Than Anyone Else:

Done 4 U Templates:

• Why you need to be extraordinary or you will be eliminated.
• How to work with purpose using the LeapZone Elevator Process.
• Why being accountable is worth gold and money in the bank.

• Action Sheet

Other Resources:
Game Changer:
• Creating vs. Consuming. This life-changing principle will keep you
from ever falling into a rut again.

Worksheets:
• LeapZone Elevator (Stop. Start. Step-Up.)
• Action Sheet

• Video - ARE YOU A SLAVE TO YOUR BUSINESS?:
• How to grow your business and keep your freedom.
• Continental Airlines teaches the importance of being a few steps ahead.
• Tutorial & Template - IS EVERYTHING ON YOUR PLATE URGENT AND
IMPORTANT?
• Article - CREATING A “WOW” EXPERIENCE: GIVE THEM VALUE.
• Article - CREATING A “WOW” EXPERIENCE: GIVE THEM MORE.

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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MODULE 7: PLAN

Every action, when part of a strategic plan, is a risk worth taking.

PLAN

PLAN

Chart Your Success

PLAN

Why 90% of Entrepreneurs Never
Reach 6 Figures

Game Changer

VIDEOS

One Year
Focus Plan

12 Month Planner

Quarterly
Planner

3 Month Planner

My Week
Planner

7 Day Planner

My Action Plan
Poster

12 Month
Objectives

&
3 Month
Priorities

WORKSHEETS

TEMPLATES

MODULE 7: PLAN
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Chart Your Success:

Done 4 U Templates:

• Why 90% of SBOs will never reach six figures.
• Know what you are doing in the next 3-12 months to get you closer
to your big goal.
• Why being clear on your daily actions takes your business to
new heights.

• My Action Plan Poster
• 12 Month Objectives
• 3 Month Priorities (for all 4 Quarters)

Game Changer:

Other Resources:

• Know and own your Inner Rock Star.

Worksheets:
• One Year Focus Plan (12 Month Planner)
• Quarterly Planner (3 Month Planner)
• My Week Planner

• Video - SMALL BUSINESS GOAL SETTING:
• Setting and attaining goals – planning for the future while aiming high and
dreaming big enough.
• Video - PRIORITY VS. ENTHUSIASM.
• Tutorial & Tool - MY WEEK PLANNER.
• Article - THE ELEVEN BIGGEST TIME THIEVES OF ALL TIMES!
• Article - THE 3 BIGGEST “CRAZY-MAKERS” OF SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS.
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MODULE 8: POLLINATE
Don’t be a best kept secret. Be a Rock Star in your industry.

POLLINATE

Why You Have Been The Best Kept Secret

POLLINATE

POLLINATE

Effective Marketing Made Simple

Game Changer

VIDEOS

One Page
Marketing
Plan

WORKSHEETS

12 Effective
Email
Templates

TEMPLATES

Marketing
Schedule

Marketing
Ideas

MODULE 8: POLLINATE
TRAINING BREAKDOWN

Why You Have Been The Best Kept Secret:

Done 4 U Templates:

• Top 3 reasons why you have been the best kept secret.
• Learn to put a few key things on auto-pilot to give you more time to do
what you really love.

• 12 Effective Email Templates to save you a boatload of time!
• Easy-to-implement Marketing Schedule
• Cost-effective Marketing Ideas

Effective Marketing Made Simple:

Other Resources:

• What you need to know and consistently do to avoid creating business lulls.
• Three actions that will help you spread the word (your word) to your people.

• Video - EFFECTIVE MARKETING STRATEGY:
• An outstanding branding lesson from Pop Chips.
• How to strike a balance between passion projects vs.
money-generating projects.
• Tutorial & Template - HOW TO SEAL A JV DEAL.
• Video - 5 BIGGEST NETWORKING MISTAKES.
• Article - 60 DAYS OF CONTENT IN 6 MINUTES!
• Article - HOW TO PACE YOUR FOLLOW-UP.
• Article - DO WHAT YOU SAY YOU’RE GOING TO DO.

Game Changer:
• If you only learn this ONE thing - it will have an immediate positive impact
on your business.

Worksheets:
• One Page Marketing Plan

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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BONUS
RESOURCES
LIBRARY
Additional resources for Build To Rock
graduates to keep learning and growing.
We created the Build To Rock Business System to help you
succeed in life, in business, and in delivering an outstanding
experience. Once you have completed the eight modules in this
system it’s not over. At this point a whole new library of resources
becomes available to you. More videos, more tutorials, and online
tools and templates to help you through the challenges and
obstacles you will continue to face as you move forward and grow.
We know the importance of having continuous support as you
grow your business. This bonus resource library, along with
endless access to the private Facebook group, are two of the
ways we provide ongoing support and momentum to Build To
Rock graduates.
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HOW AM I GOING TO LEARN?

Each module of Build To Rock includes engaging video training,
online resources, tools, done-for-you templates, and a library full of
additional resources for advanced students to keep learning and
growing. You can watch the online videos from your computer or
most mobile devices, or download the entire content for the module
(tools and templates included) and access it from anywhere! We
want this to be fun and simple!

WHEN DO I GET ACCESS TO THE SYSTEM?

Build To Rock is designed to release the training modules to you
on a weekly basis via a private membership site. Every week of this
eight week system, you will get access to one new module and
all of its content. When participating in an intensive online course
such as this one, we realize it is so easy to get overwhelmed and
feel like you just don’t have enough time to squeeze everything in.
This is why we decided that Module Five was going to be solely for
motivation, inspiration, and above all, implementation. A chance to
absorb, catch up, and move forward – without the added pressure of
new content.

CAN I GET THE WHOLE SYSTEM AT ONCE?

The quick and dirty answer to this question is no. We love keeners
and would love to give you all the information up front, but that’s
not how we do things. The Build To Rock system and experience
has been created so that the lessons and exercises are released to
you on a weekly basis to allow you the necessary time to learn and
implement as you go. A steady pace of receiving the modules in a
specific order and taking action sets you up for the best results in
the long run. And, once you complete the full Build To Rock system
you do become a lifetime member with access to all the material, all
the time, as long as the system exists!

ANSWERS
TO THE
STUFF
THAT
MATTERS
BUILDTOROCK.COM
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CAN I
LEARN AT
MY OWN
PACE?
Absolutely! That’s the beauty of
learning online.
We realize you are busy with a business and life, and
stuff happens! With Build To Rock you don’t have to
worry about missing out or falling behind. Once the
entire system has been released to you over eight
weeks, you can then re-visit all of the modules anytime
because every student then becomes a lifetime
member as long as the system exists.
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VIP PRIVATE FACEBOOK GROUP

This private forum, only for Build To Rock students and graduates
as well as Build To Rock experts, is a place where you can ask
questions and exchange with like-minded people. This online
community grows daily and is a powerful resource that will get you
a lot of the answers and support you are looking for.

WEEKLY Q&A COACHING CALLS

Every week there is a live mastermind coaching-style hangout
with Isabelle or a qualified Build To Rock coach. This weekly Q&A
session is the perfect time to get your burning question answered,
get help on moving past a stuck point in the program, or get
inspired by listening to issues brought up by other Build To Rock
students.
In an effort to keep things fair for all students, questions for these
hangouts are submitted in advance and 3-6 people will be chosen
every week to participate live. These hangouts are for new students
to participate in only, however graduates may always listen in for an
injection of inspiration and motivation!

WHAT IF
I NEED
HELP?
There are several ways you can get
help and support, ask your burning
question, or seize the opportunity to
get beyond a stuck point.

TEAM “BUILD TO ROCK”

We take pride in our student success so of course we want to hear
from you! If you have a question or something you’d like to share
with us directly, just email help@BuildToRock.com and we will
happily get back to you!

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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HOW
MUCH
DOES IT
COST ANYWAY?
The investment for the entire Build To
Rock Business System is $2,497
People pay $5000 a day to spend it with me and our
qualified coaches to go through a portion of this exact
system. You can now get the entire system for less than
half the cost of one day with me.

THE EIGHT MODULE TRAINING

This eight module business system is a compilation of money and
time invested activities, as well as experience earned over the last
eighteen years. All of this combined and refined into a step-bystep video training series, allows me to help you build the business
architecture you need to get clients to choose you over your
competitors, regardless of price.

WORKSHEETS, DONE-FOR-YOU TEMPLATES,
TOOLS & TUTORIALS

These valuable resources hold thousands of hours of work
created by copywriters, graphic designers, web programmers
and UI designers over the years to allow you to concentrate on
implementation, integration and creating results.

WEEKLY Q&A COACHING CALLS

A weekly Q&A call with me and/or one of our qualified coaches to
help with questions, stuck points, and your weekly homework so
you can maximize your results.

ACCESS TO A THRIVING COMMUNITY

In this day and age of instant gratification, our online community is
the quickest way to get answers and support. And the best part is,
even after the eight weeks are up, this forum goes on for as long as
there is a community. Graduates love to participate and help on an
ongoing basis.

ADVANCED RESOURCES

The library of information that becomes available to Build To Rock
graduates is full of expert knowledge, resources, tools and tips that
will help you down the road for years to come.
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DO YOU
OFFER A
GUARANTEE?
You bet we do!
We are 100% committed to giving you the tools, strategies
and coaching that set you up for more clarity, pivotal shifts,
momentum, and profit. If you’re not experiencing relief and
results, we will make sure that you get extra support from our
team to help you get there. That’s how committed we are to
your success, and that’s why we guarantee that our program
will rock your business when you do the work and implement
the system.
If you do the program assignments, ask for support,
implement and you still don’t see a return on your efforts,
then simply let us know within 60 days from the start date of
the program and we’ll be happy to return your investment,
less a $125 processing fee*.
*We require that you fill out our refund questionnaire and submit your
completed homework before we process your refund.
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COOL
POSTER THAT
SAYS:
YOU BET YOU DO!

IS BUILD
TO ROCK
RIGHT FOR
ME?
Build To Rock isn’t the perfect fit for
everyone, which is why we have an
application and interview process.
If you are feeling like you need to get out of the “best kept
secret” closet, want to create an outstanding customer
experience, need to get clear on why people should
choose you over anyone else, or want to create a waiting
list of clients who want to work with you...regardless of
price - then this is for you. This system will help you create
what you need to get the dollars you are worth!

APPLY NOW TO QUALIFY

BUILDTOROCK.COM
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APPLY NOW TO QUALIFY

Are you
ready to
ROCK?
Good! ‘cause I’m in the mood to help
you kick some serious business butt!

www.BuildToRock.com

